
CHALLENGES
• 34% of healthcare    
 organizations were hit by  
 ransomware in the last  
 year
• Traditional approaches to   
 detecting malware were   
 insufficient
• Platforms where they have   
 limited or no control

SOLUTION
Blue Hexagon’s Continuous 
Cloud-Native Application 
Protection enables enterprises to 
adopt the cloud securely, reduce 
risk and detect & resolve threats 
faster.

BENEFITS
•  Verdicts take milliseconds - 
  no dependency on    
 sandboxes or other time-   
 delayed analysis
• Never had a false positive   
 and it handles every possible   
 file type, even scripts
• API-based malware verdict   
 engine to allow our SaaS- 
 based and serverless   
 applications

CASE STUDY 
Healthcare

Large healthcare companies are attractive targets for sophisticated threat 
actors, including ransomware operators and nation-state sponsored groups. The 
potential for disruption of critical healthcare services gives tremendous leverage 
to threat actors engaging in extortion and ransom schemes. As per a recent 
survey, 34% of healthcare organizations were hit by ransomware in the last year. 
And 65% that were hit by ransomware said the cybercriminals succeeded in 
encrypting their data in the most significant attack. The average bill for rectifying 
a ransomware attack, considering downtime, people time, device cost, network 
cost, lost opportunity, ransom paid etc. was US$1.27 million.

Large Healthcare Company Adopts 
Blue Hexagon as Critical Component 
in Multi-layered Defense

Large Healthcare 
Payer

Traditional approaches to detecting malware were insufficient. The large healthcare 
payer said “We felt like we were always just one click away from the next infection.” 

DEFENDING WITH DEEP LEARNING
As threat actors have grown more sophisticated, the need for innovative security solutions has grown. In particular, 
organizations are faced with the need to stay ahead of constantly evolving "zero-day" malware, to respond ever more quickly 
and authoritatively to cyber attacks, and to gain visibility across a diverse technology environment. Blue Hexagon plays a 
critical role in a layered approach to addressing all three.



ACCURACY IS IMPERATIVE
Blue Hexagon’s deep learning-based approach sets a new standard for cyber defense. When recently tested in an 
independent lab environment, the Blue Hexagon platform detected the most lethal zero-day malware, ransomware, 
worms, botnets and evasive malicious threats on the Internet today - with 99.3 percent detection efficacy.

NO TIME TO SPARE
The median dwell time to detect ransomware is 5 days which allows enough time for hackers to encrypt and steal the 
target data.

SECURITY PLATFORM FOR CLOUD 

Finally, the diversity of technology deployed in a large enterprise creates a challenge in defending against sophisticated 
cyber threat actors. Today's corporate IT environment includes a mix of legacy servers, personal devices, OT and IOT, and 
cloud services. For many of these, it can be difficult, if not impossible, to deploy traditional anti-malware and cyber threat 
management solutions. By positioning Blue Hexagon at key locations throughout the enterprise, the healthcare payer has 
gained security visibility across historically difficult to secure technologies, with no impact to their operation or functionality.

“It just works! We’ve never had a false positive and it handles every possible file type, 
even scripts.”

“Verdicts take milliseconds, because there is no dependency on sandboxes or other time-
delayed analysis. By integrating Blue Hexagon with our SOAR, we can automatically block 
the malware across our environment and even isolate targeted hosts before the malware 
ever executes.”

“What’s great about Blue Hexagon is their commitment to innovation means that we’ll 
continue to enjoy ubiquitous protection, even as we adopt new technology architectures. 
Case in point, we just adopted their API-based malware verdict engine to allow our SaaS-
based and serverless applications. This is key in situations where we have limited or no 
control over the underlying platform.”
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Blue Hexagon has been recognized in Forbes AI 50 for Next Gen NDR innovation, included in the 2020 Gartner Market 
Guide for Network Detection and Response, named to CNBC’s Upstart 100 list of “World’s Most Promising Startups”, was 
tested by Miercom as the most effective of four leading security products against the most lethal zero-day malware, 
ransomware, worms, botnets and evasive malicious threats and was named to the 2021 CB Insights AI-100 list of “Most 
Innovative Artificial Intelligence Startups”, CRN’s “10 Hottest AI Security Companies You Need to Know”, and most recently 
recognized by Analytics Insights “Top 100 Artificial Intelligence Startups to Lookout for in 2021”. 

Blue Hexagon is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA, and backed by Benchmark and Altimeter Capital. Follow us on 
Twitter @bluehexagonai or on the Web at www.bluehexagon.ai

ABOUT BLUE HEXAGON    Blue Hexagon’s Continuous Cloud-Native Application Protection enables enterprises to adopt the cloud securely, reduce 
risk and detect & resolve threats faster. Cloud Security and DevOps teams can now continuously defend and harden their cloud against errors and 
attacks, throughout the cloud lifecycle. 
Customers protect their business and brand 
against known and unknown threats including 
ransomware, malware, including zero-day, 
C2, cryptomining and insecure apps/code 
by prioritizing risk combining threat and 
misconfiguration detection. The multi-cloud 
agentless-actionable-accurate solution deploys 
in minutes, integrates with cloud-native stack 
to help reduce DevSecOps friction and triage 
delays for faster remediation. 

Blue Hexagon is the world’s most recognized 
AI cybersecurity company and has been widely 
adopted by leading technology, healthcare, 
electronic retail, insurance and financial 
organizations to secure their public cloud 
workloads, compute and data.
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